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The mission of YPW is to help regenerate healthy 
passageways into mature adulthood for today's youth. 
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 As of December 2021

Youth Passageways
Collaborations

A Sample of 

BUFFALO VISIONS

EVER FORWARD CLUB

Ongoing fiscal sponsorship, HR and 
administrative support, program and project 
development support.

RITE OF PASSAGE JOURNEYS

Provided a board and staff ECC initial training 
and consultation: Transformative Justice and 
Repair Work, Spring 2021. Providedan open 
enrollment ECC program: Untangling  the 
Threads of the Past, Spring 2021.

THE OJAI FOUNDATION

Co-sponsor and co-guides for The FIRE 
Fellowship, currently co-developing 
Re-Calling our Ancestors, a new program 
launching soon, participating in the Council & 
Social Equity project.

RITES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Partnering with author Darcy Ottey and Lost 
Borders Press to produce and distribute Rites 
and Responsibilities: A Guide to Growing Up.

QUEER NATURE

CIRCLE WAYS

WILDERNESS AWARENESS SCHOOL

Conduct annual “Power & Privilege in Nature 
Connection” workshop with their Adult 
9-Month Immersion program since ECC began 
in 2019.

ALL NATIONS GATHERING CENTER

Tending to the ongoing ‘alliance’ formed 
during the 2018 gathering and exploring next 
steps, supporting in grant writing and web
development.

Acting as passthrough for digital platform 
fundraising; making funds accessible, 
dispersing upon request, supporting efforts to 
hold gatherings and youth cultural camps.

Provide ongoing fiscal sponsorship.

FIERCE ALLIES

Providing fiscal sponsorship, acting as thought
partner in the development of the Centering 
Justice Project. 

Working in partnership to rethink language of
services, as well as total overhaul of branding, 
website and various merchanise offerings.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO +

Partnering with faculty at University of San 
Francisco, Dominican University of California, 
and Naropa University to conduct research 
onthe impacts of rites of passage on health 
outcomes in young people.

LOVE YOUR NATURE

Ongoing fiscal sponsorship and support with
HR and administrative systems.



Youth Passageways entered 2021 feeling the impacts of 2020, a year which highlighted 
the resilience of our partners and Youth Passageways as a whole, yet le! many of us, our 
communities, and our projects under-resourced and deeply frayed. Youth Passageways 
certainly entered 2021 worn around the edges. 

As we listened for what was next, it was clear that Youth Passageways needed a season 
of renewal. We invited financial support from the wider network to allow space to tend to 
essentials only; focusing on rest, renewal, and making space for new growth to emerge. 

Given the disproportionate impacts of COVID, police violence, and other events of 2021 
on Black and Brown communities, white leaders in Youth Passageways asked white-led 
partner organizations, and white members of the communi" to provide the financial 
support needed for this season of renewal. The communi" responded with our most 
successful fundraising campaign to date, sharing resources that supported the center 
through the winter. We extend our deepest gratitude for those of you who participated 
in this communi" upwelling of support!

As we re-emerged in the springtime, we moved slowly, practicing moving at what 
adrienne maree brown calls “the speed of trust,” as we brought on an additional part 
time sta# member, Katheryne Lewis. The sta# and Stewardship Council created Youth 
Passageways Pathway for the Next Cycle, a picture of what we know of our priorities 
and goals through 2022 and beyond. 

All along the way, a picture has come into focus, of how Youth Passageways truly serves 
our partners: directly, through relationship and collaboration. We are witnessing many 
of the founding impulses of Youth Passageways take shape through direct requests from 
partners, collaborators, academic researchers, schools, communities, and individuals. 
The majori" of our energy goes towards tending these collaborations (see page 4).

Even as our energy flows outward toward collaborations, we continue to nourish and 
tend the center. At Youth Passageways, those of us tending the center are continually 
practicing ways to repair harm and dismantle systems of oppression, inner and outer, 
at all levels of our work, as we bring forth practices that support healing, love, and 
regeneration.
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STORY OF 2021: OVERVIEW & ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

a sea son of renewal
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https://youthpassageways.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/2021-22-plan-Final-Draft-August.pdf
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S o m e  o f  t h e  f low e r s  a n d  f r u i ts  o f  2 0 2 1  h av e  b e e n :

Completing the inaugural year of the FIRE Fellowship (in partnership 
with The Ojai Foundation), an immersive learning journey for young 
leaders working on the frontlines of social change, designed to weave 
together spirituality, social justice, nature connection, and leadership 
for relevant action, serving 13 fellows from across the Los Angeles 
area. As we listen for what’s next with FIRE, Youth Passageways 
continues collaboration with The Ojai Foundation on two separate 
projects, the Council & Social Equity Project and Re-Calling our 
Ancestors.

Providing fiscal sponsorship and administrative assistance for 5 
organizations and initiatives, predominantly Queer, Black, and/or 
Indigenous-led projects. Putting relationship first, we’ve gone beyond 
offering a transactional service to providing the infrastructure 
support needed for partners to focus on the work on the ground in 
their communities. We consistently receive feedback that the way we 
work with money, and support others in doing as well, creates healing 
for all involved. This is part of the larger dream of the network, and 
we are excited to see it being fulfilled.

Partnering with faculty at University of San Francisco (School 
of Nursing Public Health Department and Environmental Studies 
Department), Dominican University of California (Global Public Health 
Department), and Naropa University (Interdisciplinary Studies) 
to conduct research on the impacts of rites of passage on health 
outcomes in young people, and develop a long-term research strategy 
to serve our partners and impact policy and funding priorities in ways 
that meet the needs of young people, families, and community.

Building forms of economic redistribution in our diverse network, 
facilitating resource flow towards Black, Indigenous, and Queer 
community members, both as mutual aid and as compensation for 
work that is often unpaid/undervalued.



Bringing on Katheryne Lewis as a part-time Special Projects Coordinator, strengthening 
our partner tending capacity and our overall operations: 

Continuing to develop the Youth Passageways Education and Consulting 
Collective (ECC)  including providing training and consulting to partner 

organizations; one-on-one mentoring with clients seeking transition 
support, strengthening trust and systems for the existing team 

while moving towards inviting new members of the collective; further 
clarifying our protocols regarding money and compensation, and 

initiating a ‘peer mentoring circle’ practice. 

Supporting the groundwork for a newly-emerging podcast series, 
Rites of Decolonization, produced by Sobey Wing. This podcast by 

and for People of the Global Majority is fruit from seeds sown by 
Youth Passageways, and the culture-bearer work of Kathara Pilipino 

Indigenous Arts Society, inspired by Greenhouse Theater’s Future is 
Ritual project. Here’s how Sobey describes the emerging project:  

f low e r s  a n d  f r u i ts  C O N TI N U E D :
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The intention of this podcast is to expand awareness of the global efforts to 
renew initiatory rites of passage to societies around the world that have been 
historically disrupted from their Indigenous practices. Bridging the divide 
between people of their homelands and the diaspora, this is an emergent 
strategy to make use of the pandemic to give rise to a future that has 
understood the past well enough not to perpetuate its harms. With analysis we 
make movement towards holding change with mutual aid, reparations grounded 
in ceremony. -Sobey Wing

I was first introduced to YPW through a mentor during my time in Hawaii, 
hearing briefly of the efforts they put forth in connecting community leaders in 
practices of self-initiation. A couple of years passed before I was able to come 
in a bit closer and witness the uniquely thoughtful processes at one of their 
annual gatherings. As someone who often finds herself as either the only or one 
of very few people holding intersecting minoritized identities, it felt incredibly 
special to step into a community where many of my core values were present 
from the lenses of people from all walks of life. At the end of that weekend, I 
knew I was called to step in closer to YPW. -Katheryne Lewis



f low e r s  a n d  f r u i ts  C O N TI N U E D :

Along the way, here are some of the learnings we’ve been integrating while living into our four core 
values of Kinship, Uni", & Interconnection; Equi", Solidari", & Justice; Relationship with Time & Place; 
and Leadership as Loving Service:

Compassionately pacing ourselves through illness, death 
of close family or communi" members, and other losses 
experienced by members of the Youth Passageways’ 
leadership: Many members of our leadership experience 
health challenges (50% of our Stewardship Council 
identi$ as persons with disabilities). Some lost multiple 
close family and/or communi" members over the last year. 
Others faced housing instabili", wildfire threat, and more. As 
a network commi%ed to relationships first, and pu%ing humans 
before “productivi",” we are continuing to learn about how to show 
up for one another and not stretch beyond individual and collective 
capaci".

Finding ways to gather virtually, discerning what is and isn’t possible, and 
understanding how current limitations to gather in person impact social 
cohesion: We haven’t gathered in person since November 2019. Since 
Youth Passageways’ founding, our work has been primarily remote. In 
some ways, this made it easier to adjust to COVID limitations. Yet 
we have always relied, as a communi" coming together across 
di#erences, in our abili" to build relationships through practices 
less possible on screens. Gathering in person is a significant 
priori" for 2022.

Finding our way in this moment of massive cultural reckoning: YPW 
is a crossroads between generations, cultures, races, genders, 
nations, and more. Amid the complexities of compounded 
trauma, systemic oppression, intersecting realities, and 
climate crisis--to name just a few--we continue to learn 
about what it means to serve our partners, on behalf 
of all youth. We continue to work with commitment 
and care, creating the culture of justice and love 
that we want to see blossom in the world, within our 
own organization. We are diligently asking ourselves how 
to dismantle the supremacy culture that we unconsciously 
continue to manifest, even as we heal. 
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H A RV EST E D  L EA R N I N G S  C O N TI N U E D :

Dismantling internalized  supremacy and healing our 
interpersonal relationships: As we look at our organizational 
structure and ‘Spiral Leadership’ we acknowledge the 
relationship between how we organize and how we feel and treat 
each other in our collaborations. In the beginning of 2021 a group of 
white leaders in sta# and volunteer positions initiated a white caucus space 
intended for anti-racism study and growing accountabili". As interpersonal 
challenges emerge within our work together, we recognize that these 
pa%erns have deep systemic roots which play out within both Youth 
Passageway and the wider cultures of which we are a part. We continue to 
tend to harm and unravel these 
pa%erns while simultaneously 
moving forward together.  We 
have sought out skilled outside 
facilitation to bring deeper 
awareness to our positionali" 
and intersectionali".   
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Navigating leadership transitions: The changes 
in leadership we experienced in 2020 were 
significant enough that their reverberations 
continue to be felt throughout 2021, 
even as new leadership and 
support found its way 
toward the network’s 
center. As a network 
commi%ed to spiral leadership, 
we continue to grapple with how to 
be with authori", decision-making, and 
accountabili". Key questions we’ve been 
holding include: How does Youth Passageway 
ensure that decision-making systems 
are consistent with the commitment to 
holding the most vulnerable members 
of our circle at the center? How do 
we hold ourselves and one another 
accountable, reflecting our best 
intentions, without reproducing 
cultural pa%erns of disposabili" 
and punishment?  

2021 YPW Spiral Leadership Call



Josh Bennet Adone

LOOKING  FORWARD TO 2022
As part of our work in spring and summer of 2021, we put forth Youth Passageways’ Pathway for the Next 
Cycle, our road map through 2022. As we created that plan, we identified these guiding questions to inform 
our next steps: 

 As we continue to make progress towards the goals and priorities outlined in that plan, 

 here are significant next steps we see

:Our biggest priori" is following 
through on our commitments to 

our partners, tending especially to 
existing collaborations with partners

Building more accessible tools of 
engagement for new and existing 

partners.

Engaging in a strategic planning 
process, helping us to think beyond 

one of 2 or even 5 years, and towards 
the hundred-year picture of where 

Engaging support for the leadership of 
Youth Passageways to tend to intra- 

and interpersonal healing and conflict 
repair, toward the next iteration of our 

spiral leadership system 

Hosting an in-person gathering for 
members of our communi" for the 

first time since 2019.

Launching Rites of Decolonization, 
a podcast specifically by and for 

BIPOC members of our communi" 

-
-

-

-

-



Since the inception of Youth Passageways, the 
prayer for healing and transforming our ways 
with money has been central, watered by our 
Guardians Gigi Coyle and Orland Bishop among 
others (see our way with money here). Early 
on we were gi!ed with funders who provided 
foundational support. Over the last years, we 
have been working to widen our base of support 
and share responsibili" for finding financial 
partners. We also extended our financial 
risk, as we stretched ourselves to grow our 
capaci". This meant that we ended 2019 with 
approximately $30,000 in debt. 

2020 saw Youth Passageways regain financial 
ground as new sources of revenue allowed the 
organization to meet financial obligations and 
pay back some of the debt, while shi!s in leadership and reduced expenses due to the pandemic 
decreased expenses. The year also saw us stretch into new ways of prayers for healing through 
economic redistribution e#orts to Black and Indigenous led projects, and/or Black and Indigenous 
leaders directly. 

These e#orts at redistribution and solidari" funding have continued in 2021. Some specific 
manifestations of this include: engaging in fundraising for Youth Passageways’ central operations 
while simultaneously inviting contributions for BIPOC-led Solidari" Partners; providing services 
for lower fees for Black and Indigenous-led e#orts; and o#ering higher take-home percentages 
for BIPOC members of the Education and Consulting Collective.

Finance & Flow

-Edgar Villanueva
Author and social justice philanthropy expert

Money is like water. Water can be a precious life-giving resource.  But 
what happens when water is dammed, or when a water cannon is fired on 
protestors in subzero temperatures? Money should be a tool of love, to facilitate 
relationships, to help us thrive, rather than to hurt and divide us. If it’s used 
for sacred, life-giving, restorative purposes, it can be medicine. Money, used as 
medicine, can help us decolonize.



This last year has also provided continued economic 
stabilization. Youth Passageways’ sources of 
financial revenue continue to diversi$, decreasing 
our dependence on any one service or member of 
our communi". The circle holding fundraising for 
the organization is growing, while fee-for-service 
services provided by the organization continue to 
broaden. This includes income from practitioners 
developing the Education and Consulting Collective. 
This has allowed Youth Passageways to continue 
to pay down our debt; $3,764 remains as we begin 
2022. 

And, our financial position continues to feel 
unsustainable: sta# positions remain part-time 
without benefits, pay scales are below what is 
needed to provide for working families and haven’t 
been adjusted for inflation, and we continue to 
operate without cash reserves. How to make 
adjustments to address these issues is part of our 
work ahead!

The proliferation of fiscal sponsorship within Youth 
Passageways has required big shi!s to our systems 
of accounting; the information provided here does 
not speak to revenue and expenses of Queer 
Nature, Ever Forward Club, Fierce Allies’ Centering 
Justice Project, and Love Your Nature, and others, 
all sovereign projects (some with their own LLC 
designation) housed under Youth Passageways’ 
501(c)3 tax designation. These projects are 
powerful organizations and projects in their own 
right; including them in Youth Passageways’ revenue 
(as we do when we file our tax forms) means that 
$752,178 moved through Youth Passageways’ bank 
accounts between January 1-December 31, 2021.

Finance & Flow

2021



THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS, VOLUNTEERS DURING THIS YEAR OF RENEWAL AND RE-EMERGENCE, 

AS WELL AS THOSE WHO HAVE PROVIDED FOUNDATIONAL SUPPORT. 

Thank You From Youth Passageways!

Volunteers
lia bentley

orland bishop

hubert blackwolf

sharon blackwolf

david blumenkrantz

ashanti branch

marisa taborga byrne

jett cazeaux

dallas chief eagle

rebecca chief eagle

gigi coyle 

siri gunnarson

paul hill

edith kusnic

tarek kutay

katheryne lewis

melissa michaels

aaron morrison

kruti parekh

ramon parish

shlomo pesach

teena pugliese

luis rodriguez

shay sloan

tree willard

sobey wing

cameron withey

Donors

systems for mutual support:

jett cazeaux

siri gunnarson

darcy ottey

kruti parekh

ramon parish

clement wilson

sobey wing

dane zahorsky

buffalo visions youth camp

ever forward club/siempre adelante

���(����""��)����$*�(�$�� +)*����&(% ��*

love your nature

queer nature

A special shoutout to those who have been part of building of Youth Passageways’ fee for 
service o#erings. This includes both organizations and individuals; our fiscal sponsees and 
our Educational and Consulting Collective Members.

cascades

grant &��*�$�����(*
gigi coyle &��-�$�&��"&)

krystyna jurzykowski -

in honor of sylvia silvia belgardt

tides foundation

roger & margot milliken

joe provisor

andrew shapiro

wild mountain wilderness retreats

earthways foundation

abraham lateiner

frank phoenix fenwick foundation

justine epstein

anonymous

THOSE WHO GAVE $1000+ WITHIN 1 YEAR .

sustaining flow

michael withey -

in honor of cameron withey and marisa 

withey byrne

anonymous

reikes foundation - 

match for pam astrof

anonymous

joshua gorman

#�����"�#�������)�(����"���#�$

orland bishop

THOSE WHO GAVE $500+ WITHIN 1 YEAR.



Donors
Continued

lisa kubiak -

in memory of frank h. kubiak

petra lentz-snow 

teena pugilese -

in memory of miles allard

)��/�)"%�$����(�$��$

anonymous

dave talamo / was staff

pam astrof -

in honor of tarek kutay

jack zimmerman 

rob meltzer -

in honor of karen meltzer

carol lewis 

leviticus lewis - 

in memory of leviticus lewis, sr.

john & marcia gunnarson 

rose wolf 

���+�"�%$��(*��& james shipman

meredith little foster 

kylie loynd 

warren moon 

ralph moskowitz 

cameron & marisa withey byrne -

in memory of redin cubas

)+0�$$�����(%"��%")�$

rhoda walter 

eric spiegal

bill plotkin

strong current
THOSE WHO GAVE BETWEEN $100 - $499 WITHIN ONE YEAR .

steady brook

james bailon

iris brilliant

jett cazeaux & angus baguinho -

�$��%$%(�%��'+��(���*(�$)�/%+*�

beit gorski -

in memory of leslie feinberg

edith kusnic -

in memory of stan crow

abraham lateiner

katheryne lewis

tree williard

teena pugliese

anna zelinksy

kruti parekh -

in honor of redin cubas

anonymous

kari stettler 

nicky wilks -

in memory of romeo daniels my 

little cuz

kirsten westby -

in memory of anson credille

katelyn crossley 

siri gunnarson

dane zahorsky

THOSE WHO GAVE ON A MONTHLY BASIS AT ANY AMOUNT.

wellspring

anonymous

mary anne

valorie wallace

ginny muir

grenard madrigal

rachel l

kurt kutay

robinson eaton

anne kutay

traci brown

onna jaeger

NEW DONORS WHO GAVE THROUGH EVENTS OR SOCIAL MEDIA .

michael withey -

in honor of cameron withey and marisa 

withey byrne

anonymous

reikes foundation - 

match for pam astrof

anonymous

joshua gorman

#�����"�#�������)�(����"���#�$

orland bishop

THOSE WHO GAVE $500+ WITHIN 1 YEAR.

river delta

katie akers

solomon botwick- reis

mallory clarke

erin selover

kristen henshaw

tess howell

nico kladis

anonymous

betsy perluss

darcy ottey

nine passages

marc rosner

will scott

elric centers

alexandra silvestru -

for all of our ancestors and 

to the ancestors to be

THOSE WHO GAVE BETWEEN $1 - $99 WITHIN ONE YEAR .



& and how you join us!

What we are able to accomplish is a direct result of what resources (financial, relational, 
spiritual, ecological, and more) are available to us. We invite you to join us in support 
of the long-term dream of a diverse, intergenerational global network of partners 
supporting youth in becoming healthy adults, rooted in belonging and connected to their 
gi!s. Here are some of the ways you can help:

*�#�� 
There are eleven core activities/goals where we are focusing our energy at this time. 
Each of these activities is served by additional supportive minds, hearts, and hands. If 
any of these activities is of interest to you or matches with your skill set, or if you’d like 
to learn more generally, please reach out to info@youthpassageways.org

relationship
Youth Passageways are evolving organically, through relationships. If there is someone 
who would be served by being connected with the network, or you believe could serve 
the long-term prayer we are holding, please build the bridge!

money ��
We are working to raise $30,000 between now and the new moon of January 30th to 
support our operations in this coming season. This will allow us to tend the roots of 
Youth Passageways, as well as sow seeds for this next cycle. 

 It costs approximately $12,000 a month 
to support Youth Passageways operations. 
This includes costs for three part-time sta#, 
stipends for 1-3 additional members of our 
team, and ongoing expenses like website 
maintenance, financial so!ware, and a small 
marketing budget. 
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http://www.youthpassageways.org/give-to-the-cause/
http://www.youthpassageways.org/give-to-the-cause/
https://youthpassageways.org/contact-us/
https://youthpassageways.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/11-Goals-2022.pdf

